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The Les Artistes Espresso, Coffee and Tea collection from DKB Household is the perfect embodiment of innovation,
air and functionality. Each cup has been designed with the consumer in mind, featuring a bold, textured, non-slip
silicone cover to protect hands from the heat, whilst adding color and personality to your home. Les Artistes is the
French housewares brand that Parisians themselves choose to have in their homes. Their love of coffee translates
perfectly into functional and stylish designs, crafted from high quality
materials for a product which looks great and is a pleasure to use.

The Les Artistes range of drinking cups is available in an exciting array of colors. The collection boasts bright pinks
through to more subtle, yet tasteful shades of greys. The drinking cups are also offered in three sizes, so whatever
the choice of drink, there is a cup that’s right for you

A SPECTRUM OF POSSIBILITIES
Enjoy your next cup from the functional, stylish designs of
Les Artistes. Designed in France.

INNOVATION, FLAIR, COLOR AND FUNCTIONALITY IN EVERY CUP

CAN ‘ IT

It is unique , it's design, it is available in many colors , shiny or matte .
She will become the It Can of the Year!
In addition to its style definitely trendy , this can has a perfect
seal for safer transport.
2 sizes: 330 ml or 540 ml • Easy cleaning because removable
• 1 year warranty and comes with 2 straws
Many bright colors or matt bottle sealed with integrated straw isothermal long ( 5 hours hot / cold 10 hours)
Double wall stainless steel unbreakable Convenient to carry pullout easy opening and filling completely waterproof easy
cleaning
sofT touch or glossy coating brilliant colors: Silver, Black , Cherry, Raspberry, Lemon , Apple, White - Capacity 33 cl or 54 cl
soft touch colors : Silver , Black , Cherry, Raspberry, Golden , Apple, White - Capacity 33 cl or 54 cl

SMART MUG

LIQUID COOLING
OR EMPTY MUG

HOT LIQUID

TOP OF EMPTY MUG

100% airtight and small, you can easily drag in your purse
without leakage and carry around . Non-slip base Colors: Polar or steel
100% waterproof thanks to its silicone seal , the double wall system cold outside so as not to burn your hands , you will
keep your drinks hot or cold for more than 4 hours. Provided with a level indicator and heat, you can easily see if your
drink is hot or cold and if your bottle is to be filled . 2 capacities 24CL & 40CL, unbreakable and Dishwasher safe.
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